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Abstract
Existing traffic engineering (TE) solutions performs well for software defined network (SDN) in average cases.
However, during peak hours, bursty traffic spikes are challenging to handle, because it is difficult to react in time and
guarantee high performance even after failures with limited flow entries.
Instead of leaving some capacity empty to guarantee no congestion happens due to traffic rerouting after failures
or path updating after demand or topology changes, we decide to make full use of the network capacity to satisfy the
demands for heavily-loaded peak hours. The TE system also needs to react to failures quickly and utilize the priority
queue to guarantee the transmission of loss and delay sensitive traffic. We propose TED, a scalable TE system that can
guarantee high throughput in peak hours. TED can quickly compute a group of maximum number of edge-disjoint
paths for each ingress-egress switch pair. We design two methods to select paths under the flow entry limit. We
then input the selected paths to our TE to minimize the maximum link utilization. In case of large traffic matrix
making the maximum link utilization larger than 1, we input the utilization and the traffic matrix to the optimization
of maximizing overall throughput under a new constrain. Thus we obtain a realistic traffic matrix, which has the
maximum overall throughput and guarantees no traffic starvation for each switch pair. Experiments show that TED
has much better performance for heavily-loaded SDN and has 10% higher probability to satisfy all (> 99.99%) the
traffic after a single link failure for G-Scale topology than Smore under the same flow entry limit.
1 Introduction
CAIDA [7] observed that congestion was not widespreaded on the peer/provider interdomain links during their mea-
surement period. However, Akamai said that on Dec. 11, 2018, the volume of data passed 72 Tbps, which equated to
delivering more than 10 million DVDs per hour, was largely attributed to streaming of live sports events, etc [19].
Several solutions work well in non-peak hours. However, they are not suitable for peak hours to handle high volume
traffic bursts and guarantee high performance even after failures. We can classify these solutions into three categories.
The first category is to proactively consider failures when formulating the TE problem. However, these solutions
neither may not be scalable to large network due to exponential number of all possible failure scenarios [24, 4] nor
require to reserve significant portion of network capacity in order to guarantee no congestion happens for arbitrary
k faults with rescaling [18]. The second way is to periodically update the paths and weights according to current
traffic demand matrix, but it also needs to reserve bandwidth to prevent network congestion or network looping caused
by path update events [10]. The third type is to pre-calculate and deploy a large number of static paths to avoid a
series of problems caused by path updates, e.g., Smore’s semi-oblivious routing [17]. They often use minimizing the
maximum link utilization (MLU) as the optimization target. Although minimizing the maximum link utilization can
make network load balanced, it will limit the whole throughput and lead to large amount of packet loss when the load
is heavy as it requires a constrain to satisfy all the demands. Maximizing the whole throughput is a natural objective
for heavy load, but optimize the whole throughput only may lead to traffic starvation for some ingress-egress switch
pairs.
Moreover, Google found that off-the-shelf switch chips impose hard limits on the size of each flow table [11],
which also limit the number of deployable static paths especially for large scale networks as traffic engineering systems
usually implement flow group matching using ACL tables to leverage their generic wildcard matching capability.
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Motivated by [11] and the design of the third type of TE method [17], we design TED to solve the above problems.
TED utilizes the advantages of both optimizations to maximizing the throughput with no starvation for each switch
pair guaranteed.
TED is a TE system that is fast, scalable, and simple to be used. TED typically includes three phases: I) path set
computation, II) path selection, and III) weight computation & bandwidth allocation. By extending Dinic’s algorithm
[8], TED can compute a group of maximum number of edge-disjoint paths between each ingress-egress switch pair
with time complexity O(n2m) (The algorithm is called “Custom” to remind users that they can also use other path
computation methods in our TED system). Using the limitation of the number of flow entries for each switch (router)
in the WAN network topology, TED can search the maximum path budget with time complexity O(n2) (“hardnop”).
Furthermore, we design a two-step path selection method (“program”) to select paths using 0-1 integer linear program-
ming (Fig. 10c).
For TE optimization, the goal of TED is to minimize the maximum link utilization. We do not directly apply the
weights when its result Z > 1 (Z stands for the maximum link utilization) to avoid network congestion. Instead,
Phase IV of TED is triggered. Input TM and Z to a new TE optimization with objective of maximizing the overall
throughput under link capacity constraint, weights and bandwidth allocation are re-computed under new constraint
TM/Z ≤ TM ′ ≤ TM . Phase IV not only guarantees no congestion even when Z > 1, but also can fully utilize the
network capacity under the guarantee that each switch pair can at least meet 1/Z of its demand. Another feature of
TED is customizable. The operator or network slicing user can apply other path set computation algorithms, limit the
use of flow entries, or reserve a portion of link capacity for robustness.
Evaluation shows TED has much better performance for heavily-loaded networks (Fig. 8a) and has 10% more
possibility to satisfy all the traffic (P (T > 99.99%)) after single link failures than Smore (Fig. 11a, under the same
flow entry limit and topology). TED has only less than 10% s−t pairs assigned an average path length, which is longer
than the maximum average path length computed by Smore (Fig.11b), but Smore uses 33% or more flow entries in
some switches (Fig. 7a, 7b).
2 Background
The most commonly used way to solve the multi-commodity flow problem [1], liner programming takes the input of
(si, ti, di) pairs and the paths between (si, ti), where si and ti are the ith pair of ingress (s) and egress (t) routers with
demand di (refer to Fig. 2 Phase II).
We use a simple example to illustrate the influence of selection of paths to bandwidth allocation result of TE
and reliability of the network. Fig. 1 (a) shows that if we select two shortest paths, indicated with red dotted line
(1 → 2 → 3 → 5 → 6) and blue solid line (1 → 4 → 5 → 6 ) for s − t pair (1, 6). Because the two paths share
the link 5 → 6, each of them can only obtain half of link capacity. SWAN [10] finds that each ingress-egress switch
pair needs to have at least 15 shortest paths to fully utilize the overall network throughput. In contrast, by selecting
two edge-disjoint paths as shown in Fig 1 (b), the available bandwidth of both paths is doubled. Even though the two
disjoint paths are not the shortest ones, they are more robust to single link failures.
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Figure 1: Comparison of bandwidth allocation between selecting two shortest paths (a) and two edge disjoint paths
(b).
We further analyzed Google G-Scale Topology [12] to verify our previous conclusion. We selected k-shortest
paths, where k is the maximum number of edge-disjoint paths, for any s − t pair. We found that, on average, around
five s− t pairs had at least two paths that are vulnerable to any single link failure. In the worst case, 13.6% pairs had at
least two paths with shared bottleneck, which is undesirable for WANs with high link utilization. Although 26.3% of
single link failures did not impact on more than one k-shortest path for any node pair, the remaining 73.7% single link
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failure can cause significant impact to the network because of the shared link among selected paths. A suitable path
selection is the key of ensuring high reliability and availability in WANs. Specifically, selecting edge-disjoint paths
can make network more fault-tolerance and even improve the overall network throughput with a chance of a slight
sacrifice of latency.
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Figure 2: Using edge-disjoint paths computation method in previous TE system architecture.
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Figure 3: When TM is large, using the weights computed by minimize the maximum link utilization may lead to
congestion. Naive way to limit the bandwidth of each path as TM/Z may lead to inefficiency using of network
capacity.
Next, we will show why we cannot directly apply traditional TE system. Fig. 2 illustrate our attempt to combine
edge disjoint paths computation with traditional two-phase TE system model. In phase I, we select the maximum
number of edge disjoint paths. After that, we employ the paths in phase I and using minimizing maximum link
utilization optimization to compute the bandwidth allocation and corresponding weights in phase II. It seems to work
well, but first, WANs need to guarantee all-to-all connections and when the number of flow entries are limited, we
cannot simply select commonly used 3 or 4 paths [24, 12, 17] between each ingress-egress switch pair. It is because
the result can be either limited flow entries cannot support those paths especially in large WANs or path diversity
decreases due to the “3 or 4” limitation.
With development of network measurement like [15] and SDN-based system used in Internet like Google’s
Espresso [28] and Facebook’s Edge fabric [22], we believe that the estimated or measured TM can be more accu-
rate. TED intends to use minimizing the maximum link utilization (Z) optimization to compute bandwidth allocation
and corresponding weights, as it has a constraint to meet all demands in TM and balances the traffic. Furthermore,
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the implementation of such optimization is easier than minimizing the overall network congestion which is a convex
optimization and hard to select a proper penalty function to use [24].
The TM increases as the use and expectation of high quality (High definition, 4K, or even 8K) video streaming,
IPTV, and video conferencing [22]. Then Z may be larger than 1 as the optimization of minimizing the maximum
link utilization has no link capacity constraint (in this case, the large TM may not be satisfied and the optimization
will have no result that satisfies all constraints). Although when Z > 1 we can simply allocate bandwidth as TM/Z
without changing the weights to guarantee no congestion happens, the network may not be fully used as shown in the
example of Fig. 3.
3 Design Overview
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Figure 4: TED architecture.
In this section, we present the design of TED. Fig. 4 depicts the architecture of TED in a four-phase TE system
model.
We compute the maximum number of edge disjoint paths between each ingress-egress router pair as the path set in
Phase I. We add a path selection phase II to deal with flow entries’ limitation and weight re-computation & bandwidth
re-allocation phase IV to deal with large TM that makes Z > 1.
Our prioritised objective is to 1. meet the TM , 2. minimize failure impact, 3. guarantee at least TM/Z is
satisfied, when TM can not be satisfied without causing congestion and 4. maximize overall network throughput. In
other words, minimizing network congestion so that the impacted traffic are as little as possible after failures. And
such traffic can still be satisfied almost maximally after rerouting or using the failover mechanism. Even for network
failures in peak hours, we can still guarantee the transmission of loss and delay sensitive traffic utilizing priority queue
and fast failover as most video traffic are loss tolerant. Moreover, TED can recompute the paths, weights and allocated
bandwidth quickly to further recover the whole network maximally.
The detailed explanation of each phase are as follows.
3.1 Compute A Group of Maximum Number of s-t Edge-Disjoint Paths
Select paths for demands: (si, ti, di), 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∗ (n − 1). Finding all groups of s − t edge-disjoint paths is too
complicated and requires exponential time. Therefore, we look for a group of edge-disjoint paths with maximum total
number.
A lot of fast algorithms have been developed to solve the maximum flow problem for unit capacity, undirected
networks [21]. Papers by Karzanov [13] and Even and Tarjan [9] showed that, for unit capacity networks (directed
or undirected), a method called blocking flows invented by Dinic [8], solves the maximum flow problem in O(m min
(n2/3,m1/2, v)) time (v is the value of the maximum flow).
We extend Dinic’s algorithm 1 [8] to compute a group of maximum number of edge disjoint paths for our undirected
graph with unit capacity (the weight of each edge is 1).
1Dinic’s algorithm is a strongly polynomial algorithm for computing the maximum flow in a flow network. The algorithm runs in O(n2m) time
and each augmenting path used in the algorithm is the shortest one.
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Figure 5: The augmenting paths used in Dinic’s algorithm to compute the max flow of 1 → 6 for original graph (a)
and the max flow network of 1→ 6 (b) in which the edge (4, 5) (whose two directions are both used) is counteracted.
3.1.1 Problem description
Given an undirected graph and two nodes (i.e., the source s and the destination t) in it, the problem is to find out the
maximum number of edge-disjoint paths from the source to the destination. Two paths are said edge-disjoint if they
don’t share any edge.
This problem can be solved by reducing it to maximum flow problem. Following are steps:
(i) Transform the original undirected graph into a symmetric directed graph;
(ii) Assign unit capacity to each edge;
(iii) Consider the given source and destination as source and sink in a flow network;
(iv) Run classic maximum flow algorithms to find the maximum flow from source to sink;
(v) The maximum flow is equal to the maximum number of edge-disjoint paths.
3.1.2 Path construction
Now we get the final flow matrix f∗ from the maximum flow algorithm. Note that multiple optimal solutions may
exist, but the maximum flow value is the same.
With f∗, we are next to construct edge-disjoint paths. Note that even for a single flow matrix f∗, different path
sets may be constructed.
The process of the path construction is quite simple:
(i) Starting from the source, for each node u, find the next unvisited edge (u, v) such that f(u, v) = 1, and then
move forward to v. Once the sink is reached, one path is constructed.
(ii) Repeat the previous process until all edges are visited.
Note that we can not use the augmenting paths directly, because sometimes, two augmenting paths may pass
through the positive and negative direction of the same undirected edge as shown in Fig. 5 (a). For the max flow
network which has the skew symmetry property is shown in Fig. 5 (b).
When dispi = 2, we can use Suurballe algorithm [25] to find the shortest pairs of edge disjoint paths which has
minimum total length. Notice that our path computation method can not guarantee the minimum total length.
3.2 Select Paths
As the limitation of switch memory (e.g., TCAM) and the fairness among each s − t pair, we select paths based on
path budget [17]. First, we sort the paths based on their weights. For our maximum number of edge disjoint paths,
we use the path length as the weight in order to reduce the latency. Second, different from previous work [17], we
get the maximum path budget K under flow entries’ limitation with time complexity O(n2). Third, we select the first
min(K,X) paths for each s− t pair (X stands for the maximum number of edge disjoint s− t paths).
For the second step, considering normally K is small, we can check from i = 1 path for each s− t pair and record
the used number of flow entries of each switch to a vector. Judge whether they are under the flow entries’ limitation.
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Table 1: Summary of notation
Variable Description
G(V,E) network with vertices V and directed edges E
cek capacity of k
th edge, ek ∈ E
P a set of selected edge disjoint paths
TM bandwidth demand matrix
hvo limitation of number of flow entries in o
th switch
D bandwidth demand set, ∀(s, t) ∈ D,TM[s, t] 6= 0
(si, ti) i
th ingress-egress switch pair in D
P(si, ti) edge disjoint paths between si and ti
L[pj , ek] if path pj passed through ek, L[pj , ek] = 1, else 0
R[pj , vo] if path pj passed through vo, R[pj , vo] = 1, else 0
dsi,ti bandwidth demand of (si, ti), dsi,ti = D(si, ti)
lek overall used bandwidth of link ek
qvo used flow entries of o
th switch
a
pj
si,ti
1 for selecting j th path of (si, ti), else 0
b
pj
si,ti
allocated bandwidth for path pj of (si, ti)
w
pj
si,ti
weight for path pj of (si, ti)
If no, stop and K = i− 1, otherwise, i++, go to next cycle. To be faster, in each cycle, we can reuse the previously
recorded vector and only need to add the used flow entries of ith path for each s− t pair to that vector.
We also design a two-step path selection method (“program”) to make full use of limited flow entries. Step 1. find
the result F of maximize minimum nops,t (means number of paths between s and t) shown in Opt. (1).
max min(si,ti)∈D(nopsi,ti)
s.t. apjsi,ti ∈ {0, 1}
qvo =
∑
(si,ti)∈D
∑
pj∈P(si,ti)
a
pj
si,ti ∗R[pj , vo] ≤ hvo ,∀vo ∈ V
nopsi,ti =
∑
pj∈P(si,ti)
a
pj
si,ti ,∀(si, ti) ∈ D
(1)
max
∑
(si,ti)∈D
nopsi,ti
s.t. apjsi,ti ∈ {0, 1}
qvo =
∑
(si,ti)∈D
∑
pj∈P(si,ti)
a
pj
si,ti ∗R[pj , vo] ≤ hvo ,∀vo ∈ V
F ≤ nopsi,ti =
∑
pj∈P(si,ti)
a
pj
si,ti ,∀(si, ti) ∈ D
(2)
Step 2. input F to find the path selection result of maximize sum of nops,t with a new constrain F ≤ nops,t to
guarantee each s− t pair at least has F paths (Opt. (2)). The symbols and their explanations are shown in Table 1.
3.3 TE Optimization Algorithm
We use linear programming to compute the bandwidth allocation result of TE. Its input includes the edge disjoint
paths P computed by the above path selection subsystem, the bandwidth demand matrix TM and the network topology
G(V,E). The output is allocated bandwidth bpjsi,ti for each path of each si − ti pair. We can obtain the weight w
pj
si,ti
after normalization ( wpjsi,ti =
b
pj
si,ti
bsi,ti
,
∑
pj∈P(si,ti) w
pj
si,ti = 1).
We use minimize max(le/ce) (Opt. (3)) as the target of Phase III. If the bandwidth allocation result makes some
le > ce (set Z = max(le/ce)), Phase IV is triggered and we input TM and Z to the TE with target of maximize
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the whole throughput and the bandwidth constrain will be changed to dsi,ti/Z ≤ bsi,ti ≤ dsi,ti (Opt. (4)). Thus the
bandwidth allocation result will also hold the property: max(le)=1.
min maxek∈E(lek/cek)
s.t. 0 ≤ bpjsi,ti , ∀(si, ti) ∈ D, pj ∈ P(si, ti)
bsi,ti =
∑
pj∈P(si,ti)
b
pj
si,ti = dsi,ti ,∀(si, ti) ∈ D
lek =
∑
(si,ti)∈D
∑
pj∈P(si,ti)
b
pj
si,ti ∗ L[pj , ek],∀ek ∈ E
(3)
max
∑
(si,ti)∈D
bsi,ti
s.t. 0 ≤ bpjsi,ti , ∀(si, ti) ∈ D, pj ∈ P(si, ti)
bsi,ti =
∑
pj∈P(si,ti)
b
pj
si,ti ≤ dsi,ti ,∀(si, ti) ∈ D
dsi,ti/Z ≤ bsi,ti ,∀(si, ti) ∈ D
lek =
∑
(si,ti)∈D
∑
pj∈P(si,ti)
b
pj
si,ti ∗ L[pj , ek] ≤ cek ,∀ek ∈ E
(4)
4 Evaluation
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Figure 6: Google G-Scale topology.
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Figure 7: Algorithms vs. # flow entries, CCDF (y = P (X > x)) of number of flow entries in each router for each path
computation method (“hardnop” is the method to select the maximum path budget that flow entries can bear; “program” is to make
full use of the flow entries).
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Figure 8: (a) Comparison of bandwidth allocation between TED and Smore using two path selection methods under the same flow
entry limitation. (b) Zopt ≤ 1, performance ratio and (c) Zopt > 1, throughput ratio for each path computing method. (G-Scale)
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Figure 9: (a) CDF (y = P (X ≤ x)) of link utilization for TED using our maximum number of edge disjoint paths (Zopt ≈ 1.5).
(b) path utilization for TMs which make Zopt ≤ 1, and (c) Zopt ≈ 0.66, link utilization for each path computing method.
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Figure 10: (a) Z ≤ 1, path utilization for each path computing method in Cernet (hardnop). (b) Zopt ≤ 1, performance ratio
for each path computing method in Cernet (hardnop). (c) Zopt ≤ 1, performance ratio for each path computing method in Cernet
(program).
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Figure 11: (a)Zopt ≤ 1, throughput ratio after single edge failure for G-Scale “hardnop” (Racke stands for Smore).
(b) Zopt ≤ 1, the CCDF of average length of used paths (which have allocated bandwidth) for each path computing
method in G-Scale (hardnop). (c) Zopt ≤ 1, the CCDF of number of used paths between each s− t pair for each path
computing method in G-Scale (hardnop).
4.1 Setup
Methodology. We vary demands, single link failures and topologies to compare path computation algorithms, path
selection algorithms and TE optimizations.
TM Generation. We use gravity model [20] to generate 60 traffic matrices randomly.
Topologies. We select 20 topologies from topology zoo [14], which are also used in Yates [16].
Path set computation algorithms. Our algorithm based on Dinic to compute the maximum number of edge disjoint
paths is called “Custom” in the figures (implemented in C++). We compare with Racke, Ksp, Vlb, Ecmp, Edksp which
are implemented in OCaml by Yates[16]. Racke stands for Racke’s oblivious routing algorithm used in Smore [17].
Ksp stands for Yen’s algorithm to compute k-shortest paths which is commonly used in TE. Vlb [27] means Valiant
Load Balancing which routes traffic via randomly selected intermediate nodes. Ecmp is widely used equal-cost multi-
path routing. Edksp is short for edge-disjoint k-shortest paths.
Path selection algorithms. Our path selection algorithm is denoted as “hardnop” in the figures (select the maximum
path budget that flow entries can hold). We compare it with another method designed by us, called “program”. It is a
two-step path selection method to find path selection result by making full use of all flow entries. We implement both
of them in Julia, and apply the same flow entries’ limitation to both methods.
TE implementation. We compare TED with optimal MCF [26], TE (TM) and TE (TM/Z, when Z > 1). Their
target is to minimize the maximum link utilization. Optimal MCF does not have path or flow entry limitation (does not
need to input paths as it can use the whole network under the flow conservation constraint). TE (TM) is the unmodified
TE with objective of minimizing the maximum link utilization used in Smore [17]. TE (TM/Z, when Z > 1) is the
simple modified TE, when Z > 1, to use TM/Z as the bandwidth allocation result to guarantee no congestion. We
implement them in Julia by calling Gurobi’s optimization solver.
We use the following metrics for performance evaluation. When Zopt ≤ 1 (Zopt means the maximum link
utilization result of optimal MCF), we evaluate the performance ratio (= Zalg/Zopt) [2]; and when Zopt > 1, we
use the throughput ratio (= Talg/(sum(TM)/Zopt)). Zalg and Talg is computed using TED’s architecture and
using corresponding “alg” as the algorithm to compute the path set in Phase I. Performance ratio show that how far
from the Zalg to Zopt. Throughput ratio shows that how much improve of Talg compared with sum(TM)/Zopt
(simple method to use TM/Zopt guaranteeing no congestion when Zopt > 1). The source code of our experiment is
on https://github.com/ylxdzsw/TEexp.
4.2 Number of flow entries
We use much less number of flow entries (Fig. 7a) than Vlb, Ksp and Racke, but more than Ecmp for Gscale. Later
we will show our robustness and performance is competitive with using other algorithms and much better than Ecmp.
This is important for real networks which may not have that much flow entries. Especially to notice that large networks
to guarantee good all-to-all communication need more than twice flow entries for Ksp and Racke compared with our
Custom (Fig. 7b).
Also, comparing with two-step path selection method, “program” (Fig. 7c), Racke, Ksp and Vlb use more flow
entries than our path selection method, “hardnop” (Fig. 7a). This is because “program” can make full use of the flow
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entries and for Racke, Ksp and Vlb, their path sets have more paths to select than Ecmp, Edksp and Custom. However,
next we will show that “program” does not have better performance than “hardnop” for each path set computing
algorithms at least for G-Scale-like topologies.
4.3 Efficiency
Fig. 12 shows the computation of various algorithms. We can see that our path computation algorithm Custom is
faster than Racke and much faster than Edksp. It is especially important when failure happens, to compute new paths
in order to guarantee packet loss only lasts for a short time.
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Figure 12: Computation time vs. the scale of the topology
4.4 Performance
Our TED’s overall throughput is same as Smore (Racke) when Z ≤ 1. We also consider Z > 1 in our Phase IV of
Fig. 4 which is not considered in Smore. Therefore, we set the bandwidth allocation to be TM/Z when Z > 1 for
Smore in order to avoid congestion. As TED can make full use of the link capacity when Z > 1 (Fig. 9a), it is better
than Smore (TM/Z when Z > 1). Also, Smore and TED using “program” as the path selection method do not show
improvement in G-Scale compared with our TED’s path selection method, “hardnop”. That is also the reason that we
use “hardnop” instead of “program” for G-Scale like well connected topologies. The other reason is that “program”
needs to solve two 0-1 integer linear programming (NP-complete problem).
No matter Zopt ≤ 1 (Fig. 8b) or Zopt > 1 (Fig. 8c), performance of TED (Custom) is much better than Ecmp
and competitive with other path set computing algorithms (all algorithms use TED’s architecture) while using less
flow entries. The reason is that TED has higher path utilization shown in Fig. 9b. Note that if we remove the 40%
almost unused paths for Racke and Ksp, although their used flow entries can be less, their performance after failures
can be even worse. Also, Fig. 9c shows that when Zopt ≈ 0.66, the reason of Fig. 8b’s peak (Zecmp/Zopt is about
1.18) of Ecmp is Zecmp ≈ 0.78 (1.18 = 0.78/0.66). Notice that about 20% Ecmp links have higher link utilization
than Zopt which is because Ecmp has less paths to balance the traffic.
4.5 Robustness
To test robustness, we fail each link once. For each link failure, we re-run TED using the changed topology (includes
all the Phases) and the path set is computed by each algorithm. Although we use less flow entries, our performance
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after failure is better than Racke, Ksp and much better than Ecmp (which is zero in Fig. 11a, so we remove it) when
Zopt ≤ 1. It is because we use edge-disjoint paths so that any single link failure at most makes one path unavailable
for the influenced s− t pairs. We are competitive with Edksp which uses edge-disjoint k-shortest paths and Vlb which
routes traffic via randomly selected intermediate nodes but remember that we are much faster than Edksp and use less
flow entries than Vlb.
4.6 Path length
As shown in Fig. 11b, the average length of used paths between each s − t pair of TED (Custom) is only a slightly
longer than Ecmp, Ksp and Racke. Custom, Edksp and Vlb only make less than 10% s− t pairs has longer (less than
0.5 hop) average used path length than the longest path of Racke, Ecmp and Ksp for G-Scale.
4.7 Limitations and future works
One shortcoming of our edge disjoint paths is that Custom may not perform very well when some s − t pairs in a
topology have only one edge disjoint path. We believe that this situation is not common, because we found that the 40
topologies in topology zoo we evaluated have rich connections.
The other limitation is that for network with diverse link capacity, using only edge disjoint paths may not full
utilize the capacity. In the future, we will explore how to select robust paths under such condition.
We would also point out some interesting results which need further investigation. For example, Fig. 11c shows
that for all the path computation methods, at least more than 30% s − t pairs have only one path with allocated
bandwidth, although on average each s − t pair has three paths inputted to the TE optimization in G-Scale. We will
attempt to analyze the reason theoretically. Fig. 10a shows that about 30% paths are used for all TMs for Custom
and Edksp in Cernet but our performance ratio is still close to Racke using hardnop (Fig. 10b). One possible reason is
that edge-disjoint paths can use less paths to cover more important links than Racke. In this case, we need to find and
protect such important links specially. The other interesting finding is that combined with our program, Vlb performs
near optimal for Cernet (Fig. 10c) except the paths can be longer.
5 Related Work
Path selection for multi-commodity flow: Multi-commodity flow problem [1] has been studied for many years.
Recently, Merlin [23] and SNAP [3] use a mixed-integer linear program to select one path for each ingress-egress
switch pair which is not enough for WANs. Danna et al. [6] uses “water filling” related algorithm to allocate bandwidth
for multi-commodity flow. It is very efficient and stable to the variance of demand. However, as it focuses on fairness,
in their setting, each commodity has multiple possible paths to route its demand, how to select these paths is not
explained. Caesar et al. [5] argues that decoupling failure recovery from path computation leads to networks that
are inherently more efficient, more scalable and easier to manage. We were inspired by their work although they
only propose a multi-path scheme that endpoint utilizes a fixed set of k disjoint-as-possible available paths without
mentioning how to select these paths, either.
Improve reliability for data center WAN: The most widely used approach to deal with network failures, including
link or switch failures, is to re-compute a new TE solution based on the changed topology and re-program the switches
[12, 10]. However, re-computing a new TE plan and updating the forwarding rules across the entire network take at
least minutes and are error-prone.
Several proactive approaches have been proposed to solve this important problem. Suchara et al. [24] modifies the
rescaling behavior of ingress switch by pre-computing and configuring forwarding rules based on the likelihood of dif-
ferent failure cases to prevent rescaling-induced congestion after a data plane fault. Although it achieves near-optimal
load balancing, this approach can handle only a limited number of potential failure cases as there are exponential
many of them to consider. SWAN [10] develops a new technique that leverages a small amount of scratch capacity on
links to apply updates in a provably congestion-free manner. FFC [18] is proposed to proactively protect a network
from congestion and packet loss due to data and control plane faults. Although FFC spreads network traffic such that
congestion-free property is guaranteed under arbitrary combinations of up to k failures, the price is very high. About
5%-10% of the network capacity depending on k has to be always left vacant to handle traffic from rescaling.
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All of them either uses the k-shortest paths for each ingress-egress switch pair, or selects paths considering the
failure probability. The SWAN’s [10] allocation function allocates rate by invoking TE separately for classes in priority
order. After a class is allocated, its allocation is removed from remaining link capacity. Doing like this, SWAN also
ensures that higher priority traffic is likelier to use shorter paths. However, it still has not mentioned how to select
better paths as the input of TE. Then Smore [17] is proposed to use semi-oblivious traffic engineering. It works well
for non-peak hours when flow tables are enough but works worse than TED when flow table limit is the same as TED.
Smore does not consider how to set the suitable path budget and how to spread traffic when TM is large. As we have
shown in evaluation, Smore’s performance is worse than TED for heavily-loaded networks before and after failures
and it takes longer time to compute the paths.
6 Conclusion
This paper presents the motivation, design, and evaluation of TED, a scalable TE system for SDN. We present our four-
phase approach to guarantee network performance and robustness, no matter how large the traffic matrix is, under the
limitation of flow entries. TED uses the maximum number of edge disjoint paths between each s−t pair as the path set.
TED then select paths from the path set by computing the maximum path budget to guarantee paths are diverse enough
to handle various traffic matrices. Next, we use minimizing maximum link utilization optimization to compute Z. If
Z ≤ 1, set the weights of paths. Otherwise, set the weights and allocated bandwidth re-computed by the maximizing
whole throughput optimization under the TM/Z ≤ TM ′ ≤ TM constraint (to guarantee each s− t pair can at least
get ds,t/Z bandwidth). Such process guarantees not to sacrifice performance or QoE to provide robustness. TED
utilizes priority queue to guarantee the transmission of loss and delay sensitive traffic before and after rescaling [29].
TED is also fast to guarantee that once failure happens, after rescaling, it can re-compute the weights and bandwidth
allocation immediately using the changed topology. Also, operators can change the flow entries’ limitation or capacity
limitation to some percent to trade-off between performance and robustness.
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